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The Scalable Commutativity Rule

1. Commutativity Rule

- No dependency

- No ordering

2. Scalability
- A system is considered scalable if it is capable of increasing its total output

under an increased load when resources (typically hardware) are added.

<The performance we expect>



A Scalability Bottleneck

- Moore’s law is over

- We won’t be making programs go faster by running on faster processors

but instead by parallelizing our code to use more of multi cores



A Scalability Bottleneck

- Application’s scalabilities are different from each other

- Developer should repeat “benchmark -> re-design -> test” on development

- Hard to know what problems might arise in the future

- But, is it only caused by implementation?

- The author said that “The interfaces should commute for scalability”



A Scalability Bottleneck

- We are using the MESI protocol for cache coherence
- If 1 thread modify data on it’s cache, all shared caches on other cores will be invalidated 

(conflict)
- Reads do not conflict, reads and writes or writes and writes do
- Conflict-free is a good proxy for scalability
- We say two or more operations are scalable if they are conflict-free



Interface Scalability

- open() or creat() returns the lowest number can be used as file descriptor

- To get the lowest number, open() have to get file descriptor table-wide lock

=> non-commute

T1 lock&get fd&unlock running

T2 wait lock&get fd&unlock running

T3 wait lock&get fd&unlock running

<If 3 threads call open() simultaneously>



Interface Scalability

- If we change the interface,

open() or create() return “any number” not used yet

- They commute if they refer lock defined for each fd entry 

T1 open() lock&get fd&unlock running

T2 open() lock&get fd&unlock running

T3 open() lock&get fd&unlock running

<If 3 threads call open() simultaneously>



Interface Scalability

- R1 : only read, commute

- R2 : non-commute, dec() write global counter to return



Interface Scalability

- R1 : only read, commute
- R2’ : commute if dec() use per-cpu counter
- R3 : partially commute

- commute if initial counter > 3
- non-commute if initial counter <= 2



Interface Scalability

Whenever interface operations commute,

they can be implemented in a way that scales

Operations commute
Scalable

implementation
exists

open() return
the lowest number

open() return
any number

By the rule



Formalizing the rule

1. History

2. Specification of interface

3. Reordering history

4. SI-Commutes & SIM-Commutes



Formalizing the rule

1. History

A history H is sequence of invocations and responses on threads

if H = [ T1 = Inc(), T1 , T2 = iszero() , T2 ]

T1 Inc()                                  ok

T2 iszero()      True T1 Inc()        ok   iszero()      True

Legal history Illegal history



Formalizing the rule
2. Specification of interface

It distinguishes whether or not a history is “correct”

If       specified a Unix-like OS, then H = [ T1 = getpid(), T1 ] 
since no Unix thread can have PID 0



Formalizing the rule

3. Reordering History

A reordering H’ is a permutation of H that maintains operations order

for each individual thread

If [ T1 = Inc(), T1 , T2 = iszero() , T2 = True ]  

and [T1 = Inc(), T1 , T2 = iszero() , T2 = False] 

T1 Inc()                                  ok

T2 iszero()      True

T1 Inc()                   ok

T2 iszero()                     True

T1 Inc()           ok

T2 iszero()                               True

T1 Inc()          ok

T2 iszero()      False

< Reordering of H, but illegal >



Formalizing the rule
4. SI-Commutes & SIM-Commutes

A region Y of a legal history XY SI-commutes if every reordering Y’ of Y 

also yields a legal history and every legal extension Z of XY is

also a legal extension of XY’

Y SI-commutes in X II Y

if X II Y II Z          , X II Y’ II Z           

A region Y of a legal history XY SIM-commutes if every prefix P of Y’

is SI-commutes in X II P

Y SIM-commutes in X II Y

if X II Y II Z         , ∀ P ∈ prefixes(reorderings(Y)) : P SI-commutes in X II P



The Formal Rule

: specification with a correct reference implementation M

H   : The history H = X II Y where Y SIM-commutes in H, M can generate H

There exists a correct implementation m of
whose steps in the Y region of H are conflict-free

The author modifies the interface to make more chances to conflict-free



Make interfaces commute

Commuter which can help developers evaluate their interfaces 
to find opportunities for scaling



Inside of Commuter

1. Input : Symbolic Model of interface specification

2. Analyzer : computes commutativity conditions

3. Testgen : generates test cases

4. Mtrace : detects conflict



Make interfaces commute

Example of rename()

rename(a, b) and rename(c, d) commute if :
- Both source files exist and all names are different
- Neither source file exist (return –ENOENT)
- a xor c exists, and it’s not the other rename’s destination
- One call is a self-rename of an existing file and a != c
- a & c are hard links to the same inode, a!=c and b==d
- Both calls are self-renames

Important to have discriminating commutativity conditions
- For all states, rename almost never commutes
- If we discriminate more commutative cases => more opportunities to scale







sv6

sv6 : A scalable OS
- POSIX-like operating system, designed by author
- Filesystem and virtual memory system follow commutativity rule
- Implementation using standard parallel programming techniques, but 

guided by Commuter

Refining POSIX with the Rule (POSIX-like)
- Lowest FD versus any FD
- stat versus xstat (don’t read entire information of file, only specific)
- Unordered sockets
- Delayed munmap
- fork+exec versus posix_spawn



2 lseeks of same fd to the same offset
2 writes of same data to same offset



Evaluation



Conclusion

https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/archive/commuter



Limitations

Rule says “a scalable implementation exists”

- It might not have the best raw performance

- You might need different scalable implementations for different regions

- How do I find this implementation?



Q & A


